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Remember – you have the tools
One of the biggest challenges we’re all facing at the moment is uncertainty. In the face of brand
new circumstances, we have been getting a large number of enquiries from health and safety
people seeking advice on what to do in certain situations, where the environment has changed
dramatically, or where the guidance from government is unclear or not granular enough. New
risks have appeared and people are getting confused. Remember your training - you already
have tools at your disposal. Go back to identifying hazards, take into account new environmental
factors and changing workplace conditions, undertake risk assessments, and develop practical
responses.
The jobs of many health and safety people have just changed significantly, and their workforces
are suddenly doing things very differently. We’ll keep focusing in the weeks ahead on webinars
and other advice that’s all about adapting your professional practice.
Have the best week that you can.
David Clarke
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Coronavirus: how to meet OHS
obligations for working from home

What can offshore petroleum rigs do
about COVID-19?

When working from home, employees are still

All offshore petroleum facility operators need

covered under the Work Health and Safety Act

to review their infectious disease management

2011, which means employers have an

plans to ensure that they have arrangements

obligation to make sure the health and safety

in place for reducing the health risks to the

of their employees is maintained when they

Australian offshore petroleum industry

work at home.

workforce in response to COVID-19, according
to the National Offshore Petroleum Safety and

Read full story

Environmental Management Authority
(NOPSEMA).
Read full story

What Is The Role Of OHS Professionals
In Working From Home?

Regulator outlines 4-step approach to
COVID-19 for businesses

With social isolation and working from home

Businesses must take action to prepare and

looking like being in place for the few months

manage the risk of exposure to COVID-19 for

or more, organisations and their people need

workers and others at their workplace so far as

to be aware of the challenges – and how to

is reasonably practicable consistent with
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manage these, according to an expert in

statutory requirements, according to SafeWork

flexible working strategies and practices.

NSW.

Read full story

Read full story

POLICY & LEGISLATION

Safety alert over arc welding following
electrode shock to worker’s chest

Safety warning issued over crush
incidents when loading/unloading

SafeWork NSW recently issued a safety alert

Workplace Health & Safety Queensland

following an incident in which a worker

recently issued an incident alert after an

received an electric shock while changing a

interstate truck driver suffered multiple leg

welding rod as part of electric arc welding.

fractures when a stone slab fell off the back of
a truck.

Read full story
Read full story
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Safety alert issued after employee dies
from circular saw injury

WA: call for feedback on Draft
Occupational Diving Code of Practice

WorkSafe Victoria recently issued a safety

The Commission for Occupational Safety and

alert following an incident in which an

Health recently called for public comment on

employee sustained a serious laceration to

the draft Code of Practice – Occupational

their upper leg, while operating a handheld

Diving in Western Australia.

circular saw, severing their femoral artery.
Read full story
Read full story

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Now people are working from home - what is the role of the health and safety
professionals? Join us for a webinar Wednesday, 8 April, hosted by Dr David McIvor, CEO
of WorkSafety Pty Ltd. Many people are unprepared for transitioning to working from home
lifestyle, even in the short-term. With working from home likely to become more the norm, it’s
important for employees – and their employers – to work out how this can be done safely.
David has been consulting and training in WHS / OHS for 30 years and seen the transition
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away from working in manufacturing etc, to working remotely - mainly from home - under
flexible working arrangements.
Learn More

Safe365, one of our Diamond
Members, have decided to make a
contribution to supporting business and
the health and safety community work
through challenges faced during
COVID-19 by re-tooling their
smartphone app and Performance
Console to create a free app.
This plan is being provided free to
SME's and Institute Members for 6 months to support businesses especially with the
remote working and other conditions generated as a result of COVID-19.
The app includes an incident & risk reporting system, safety observations, workforce
surveys, and customized checklist features to support business processes like checks,
audits, and inspections. If you think this might help you or others, check it out.

Learn More

INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS

Edge protection company and director
fined $55,000

Business fined $90,000 after steel tube
hits unlicensed forklift operator

An edge protection company has been fined

A Penrith metal tubing manufacturer was

$50,000 by a Brisbane Magistrates Court for

recently fined $90,000 after a worker was

failing to comply with its primary safety duty
https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=2069
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under the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 for

seriously injured while loading a steel coil into

exposing workers to risk of serious injury or

a machine.

death from roof falls.
Read full story
Read full story

Worker dies in silo collapse incident
A 23-year-old worker in Victoria who was

Worker’s leg crushed in bulldozer
incident

working alone underneath a silo died when it

A bulldozer operator in Western Australia

collapsed on top of him.

recently sustained serious injuries to their leg
after being crushed between a hydraulic
access staircase and handrail that were

Read full story

attached to the bulldozer.
Read full story
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